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For two November week-

ton,

play

comedy

written by playwright Neil Simon, will be periric

formed

in

Newberg by mem-

bers of the George Fox College

drama department.
The play depicts the

life

and

experiences of Job found in the
Old Testament. Performances
will

be held

in

the college's

Wood-Mar

Auditorium on
Nov. 14, 15, 21 and 22.
The role of Job is portrayed
by Richard Benham, a graduate of George Fox College
and president of Climax Industries of Newberg.
Gayle Millage, a sophomore at George
Fox,

is

are

lets

us

getting

warmer.

Ken shared some major
problems that exist among
young people as well as people
of all age groups:
(1) selfacceptance (2) feelings of guilt
(3) negative attitudes and (4)
discipline. These problems are
not small and in fact are major
contributing factors in the
prevention of true spiritual

freedom.

The atmosphere that was
week long highlighted
on Thursday evening.
The
built all

meeting centered around an
experience of love and the
giving of gifts. A very special
encouragement was presented
love you for the
person you are and for the
person Jesus Christ wants you

be performed

ends, "God's Favorite," a sat-

and then

will

know when we

at this time:

'God's Favorite'
to

hides His

I

to be.

God's messenger in the
depicted by Ben Dob-

is

DR.

beck, a senior at the college

and k>ad performer m "The
Night Thoreau Spent in Jail,"
produced by the college's
drama department two years
Director

ago.

Darlene

is

Graves.

Simon also produced
two contemporary successes, "The Odd Couple,"
and "Barefoot in the Park."

LESHANA talks with guest speaker Ken Overstreet after an

early

morning chapel service

in Miller

Faculty speak at conference

Neil

the

Tickets are $2.50 for adults.
Students and senior citizens

can purchase tickets at $2.00.
A group rate of $1.50 per person is available to groups of fifteen or

more persons.

George Fox College sent
dozen persons to the
third annual conference
Thursday and Friday (Oct. 23-

several

24) of the Willamette Valley
Racial Minorities Consortium.

George Fox College, which
joined the consortium in 1978,
is
one of six colleges and
universities in

Job's wife. Sidney Lip-

Oregon forming

the organization.

The

conference,

on

the

Oregon College of Education
has the theme

Minority

Student

advisor

Ralph

"Search

professor of history.

campus,

for

Ethnic

Identity:

Delivering a paper in the firs
general assembly was Ernest

Cathcart,
paper

is

George Fox

of sociology.

The

one of two under the

section "Campus Life of the
Minority Student."

officers

Allen,

chosen

as an effort to
"further awareness and
understanding of minority
issues." He expected more
than 50 George Fox students

conference

Global Perspectives."

instructor

Union

Beebe,

described the

Allen

Community, Educational and

Also participating was Mike

Freshmen

gym.

associate professor of
and the George Fox

sociology,

to participate.

Keynote speaker for the
conference was Vine Deloria, a
Rosebud Sioux, a Harvard Law
School graduate, and the
author of the book "Custer
Died

for

Your

Sins."

Students form

Psychology Club
"You don't have to be crazy
to attend Psychology Club, but
it

sure helps!" says the newly

President, Alan
The Psychology
Club held an organizational
meeting Thursday, October
15. Officers were elected and
advisors Dr. James Foster,
replacing Dr. Joel Loken, and
Dr. Neil Roth, in his second
year at GFC, were introduced.
Dr. Roger Crabbs shared
insights on the relationship of
the field of psychology and

elected

Ferguson.

Bryce Fendall
On

Thursday night October
freshmen gathered in the
Kershner Lecture Hall in the

24,

Hoover Academic

Building to
elect the new freshman class
officers for the 1980-81 school
year.
The turnout for the election

was up from

last year but still
disappointing to many. Out of
the 227 students in the

freshman

class

only

an

Brenda Anderson

Kim Decker

approximate 97 attended.
Bryce Fendall, a former

directed

business.

political career.

combining the two

student

body

president of
Newberg High School, was
elected as freshman president
over the two other candidates

Brent Nichols and Scott
Young.
Bryce's speech was first
introduced by prayer then by
the

reading

verse.

of

a

scripture

He commented

in his

speech that he felt he was
by God toward a

The vice-presidency was
given to Brenda Anderson over
her opponent Don Loughmiller
and the position of secretary/
treasurer was taken by Kim

Decker

who was

unopposed.

running

Hampton, a Yamhill sophomore, secretary. The officers
met with Dr. Roth the next day
to
arrange meeting dates,
guest speakers, films and the
possibility of a symposium on
campus later in the year.
The leaders expressed their
desire to make the activities

and meetings open
beneficial for

all

to

and

students and

one's
the
employment potential and the
increasing value of psychology

others in the community. They
chose the theme "Psychology
is for everyone."
This open
door policy is designed to
encourage students from every
majQr and interest to learn
about the behavioral sciences,
recognizing that whenever one
ends up working or living,

in industry.

interpersonal

He recommended

curriculum

The

in

lieu

in

of

election results were:

Alan Ferguson, a senior from
Salem, president; Lety Nieto, a
junior from Mexico, vice

president

and

Rachel

relations
usually involved.

are

Openness on campus promotes community
Chapels play an important
the

GFC

role

in

life.

However,

for

"all

tency of word and deed.
They
Hats are practical.
help retain body heat. The gym
pretty chilly and difficult to
heat. Wood-Mar is cold, too,

is

headgear" be removed dur-

How

into an-

other's mold. That is hypocracy, not the promotion of community.
This contradiction
demonstrates a gross inconsis-

community
some they

serve to stimulate cynicism
rather than a "spirit of devotion" that is piously encouraged from the podium.
What community is created
by the repeated insistence that
ing chapel?

them

efforts to force

A person has

some mornings.

ironic that

such

good reason

setting

der such conditions, particularly if he expects to be seated
for a long period of time.

pressure toward conformity is exercised in the very

where chapel speakers

urge their audiences to resist

to

wear a hat un-

Ink from the pen of Laurie
With tomorrows election
around the clock, I would

leader whose strength is
balanced between diplomacy

take this opportunity to
of my thoughts on

One
and national security.
who relies on his strength to
come from God.

just

like to

share

some

ominous topic.
The election before us at this

this

time is an especially important
one.
are about to select the
President who will lead us into

We

our international relations for
the next four years.
These
years will be filled with more
Middle East conflicts, Russian
strains, oil crisis', economic
shortages,

etc...

We need a strong leader! A

This

is

our opportunity to

have an active part in the due
process of our government.
We have been given this
opportunity, denied to so many
It is our
in other countries.
privilege to take part in
tomorrow's election, don't
miss

News
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by Laurie Ray
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traditional school trivia holds a

would

priority than feigned
reverence for the Lord.
Religious form, ritual, standardized worship; therein lies a
real danger. Who is to say how
another must show his reverence for the Almighty? Does
God look upon the form of
worship? Does He not clearly
state that it is the fact of worship for which He is looking in
men's inner beings? Perhaps a

higher

step toward solution is reflection upon the analogy regarding the speck in the brothers
eye.
Consider how conditioned

worshippers

The
all

given and
on cue. With

bow

heads

become.

have

prayer

call to

is

be

it

if

some

instead

opened hands

raised their

I

real

have

am

always amazed at the
college students

power

at their

of

command, and
goes unused -

it

That is a shame. Because
student power could provide
that critical margin, that extra

measure

of

push needed tp

energies

our

and

our

consciousness into new ways
of meeting the very pressing
needs of the people of this
world.

No, I am not talking about
the street demonstrations and
the sit-ins that were part of
another decade. I am talking
about the power you have - as citizens,
collectively
voters, and shapers of opinion,
and about the power you have
as individuals to make things
happen on your own.
I
am told that the current
generation of college students
is more concerned with their
own welfare than with making
this planet a better place to live.
I

am

believe

told that.
it.

I

But I don't
suspect that

today's college students are
simply not aware of what is
going on in the world.
Take the issue of world
Think of the
hunger.

thousands of people who will
not live until tomorrow
morning because they can't get
enough to eat. Now what can
you do?
I

think

it

is

really simple for a

campus hunger committee

to

establish a voter registration

booth where students pay their
tuition and begin to talk about
the problem - raise political
consciousness. The problem

in

prayer? What if others knelt?
Some pray best with paper and

hand while seated.

pencil

in

Would

this

propriate,

standard

legislated;

come from the
The pressure

Name

must

serves only to stifle freedom of
expression, of openness, of

community.

A sense of genuineness leads

in

pression. How can any professing believer presume to treat
them otherwise, especially in
the name of "community?"
Provision for individual expression is vital to the facilitation of
spontaneity. Voluntary cooperation in an open environment

acceptance is what promotes community. Freedom
from fear, assurance of allowof

then

all

forget until the last minute to
absentee
for
write home
You've got to get
ballots.

on

register

to

and other kinds

their

would

of benefi-

shocking to
realize that the persons who so
It

is

emphatically verbalize their desires to see oneness among the
students and staff are the very

ones who, presumably unwittingly, are destroying any
chance of its coming to pass.
Perhaps the emphasis should
be more on the God of the service rather than on the form of
the service lest the form be-

come the god.
by Al Ferguson

critical

with young people, and I've
learned this from my own
family, is that they all register to

home and

tive

cial results.

margin.

individual volunteer, you may
even change world history, and
you will certainly change the
lives of the people you come in
contact with. When you add
up all the lives touched by all

the volunteers, think of the
difference it makes.

revolutionize American

Yes, college students do
have power, collectively and

politics.

individually.

campuses.

me

Let

I

think this

moment

talk for a

about the other kind of power,
the power students have as
You have a
individuals.
decision to make: whether to
use the knowledge and
experience you are gaining to
help only yourself or to share
the fruits of your education
with people who desperately

need what you have to give.
You don't even have to reinvent the wheel.

It's

It's
been done.
Peace Corps.
thousand people,

already
the

called

Some
many

80
of

them fresh out of school, have
served as Peace Corps
volunteers helping people in
the developing world help
themselves to a better life. The
Peace Corps is celebrating its
It
is still
20th Anniversary.
going strong, still attracting
bright people who want to
enrich their lives by helping
others.
It

is

an

considering.

option

So

is

country as
VISTA, which
volunteer.
stands for Volunteers in
Service to America, has just
celebrated its 15th Anniverthis

sary.

The

nice thing about

world community, meet the
challenges of this decade.

by Andrew Young

Christ's

VISTA

Church

golden

goblets brightly
gemmed they pass
Your blood. Your flesh they
swallow with lips
It
That sing your praise?
seems the holy class

In

Has

revised your narrow rules,

rebraided the whips
Of ignorance, more painful to
your flesh than knots

Of leather. Now your suffered
body reeks
Through that proclaimed
church where they never
sought

Your anxiety in solitude. They
slay you once a week
In whatever form you take. My

worth

service in
a VISTA

How well they use

power will make a
difference in how well, we, as a
that

If

dear, my Christ
the church is your body, my
heart wants to weep

For your unheard words which
cost you such a price
That it makes their gold and

gems false and cheap.

by Erin

Meadows ©

1976

and Peace Corps is that they
work. They get results. As an

and
/VUvtr,

it

constituents.
to conform

to a miriad of healing, suppor-

chapel?
people as individuals capable of unique ex-

people

cannot be

It

irreverent or sub-

God made

vote back

ance; these help to encourage
growth and spiritual devotion.

be considered inap-

Student power provides

channel our national policies,

Debbie Blom

Sports Editor

Business Manager

eyes closed and hands folded,
the illusion of devotion is created in the victim's mind. How

wasted.

Scott
Editorial Editors

freshman bean
were specifically excepted
from the mandate. Apparently
Interestingly,

how much

it.

Editor-in-chief

Assistant Editor

ies

av\y

-pwbkvn

NeY«.r, iNkvcr.

JL

Zee,

down

'+
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of God

Judgement begins with the house
To

the Editor:

been many
prophecies of late from God
who has said, 'There is a black
cloud of judgement over
America, and that judgement
begins with the House of God."
There

God

is

have

tired of our" Christian

hypocracy. Just as God told
Israel that they must repent of
their rejection of Him as King,
he is also telling us in America
that we need to "right" our
hearts before him. Israel was
warned. We have been warned
many times over. Ninevah
repented; will we?

-.Carol's
Most

When Jesus was moving
within the multitudes in
Jerusalem, there was much joy

your children with you, and
they will not leave one stone
upon another in you; because

and

you did not know the time

rejoicing

upon

his entry.

But Jesus, with his prophetic
eye, saw 40 years ahead to the
destruction of Jerusalem and

your

wept and said, "Would that
even today you knew the

visitation,

things that

make

for peace!

But now they are hid from your
eyes. For the days shall come
upon you, when your enemies
shall cast up a bank about you
and surround you, and hem
you in on every side, and dash
you to the ground, you and

college students have

If

Every college student is supposed to have one...
If you don't have one, you'll
probably need to get one...
Students who don't have
one probably won't make it

your major work for you. You
will have a general or specific
career goal in mind and will be
able to select classes according

college...

course.
is a ma-

Christ's

America has been

blessed by a great out pouring
of the Holy Spirit. The U.S.
produces some 90% of all the
religious materials in the world.

What would happen if this
resource were cut off?
Materially we are also blessed,
yet so many of us Christians

soak

it

in

and let rampant crime

agree with
your statement.
I
feel the
reasons President Carter is
calling for this prayer time are
wrong. But I agree that we
need desperately at this point
in time to pray!
I see it as God's great love for
I

body of Christ, that we
have been warned.
His
judgement is being withheld for
a time by His great mercy but
because we are His chosen
instruments... we can pray. It
is
an imperative!
First for
us, the

to that goal.

The

alternative

most simple terms, it is the

subject area of areas from which

roughly one-third of your total
college credit hours

needed

for

graduation will be chosen.
It's important to note that a
major is only that: nothing less,
nothing more.
It is not your ticket into a
particular profession or line of
work. It also does not exclude

vou from very manv,

either.

is

unfortunately, end up going
particular career field
because you think your major
it or limits you to that.
have a term in Career
Planning that I think you
should be aware of it's called
'Transferable Skills." Next is
sue, I'll tell you some more
about how you can "use" your
college education and make

We

letters

Crescent

overwhelm

Hi.

only

So much

sermon.
in

How

What
Carol Jaquith, Director
Career Planning and Placement

but

Wing

is

doubt

I

Riding Eagles

are you
your name?

if I'll

remember

ask you just the same.

I'll

What'cha doing, where ya
going

My

a series of mounJesus
tains
and valleys.
teaches me as we journey up
these mountains. Many times

and will
print those

to
received as space permits.
Comments should be typed,

double-spaced

proofread" immediately to the
right upon entering the office
or sent by campus mail to SUE
Box A.

is

work

welcomes

and signed
upon submission to the staff
office. They may be dropped in
the box labelled "To be

God

us.

by our unbelief or our
lack of earnestly seeking Him.
We need to remember our
place and exalt God back to
His. Then we will be drawing as
a country from real power, the
Holy Spirit. Then perhaps our
aims and desires will be less
self-centered and more Christcentered and humanitarian to
limited

Friendly Rhetoric

for you.

to the editor

endeavor

Israel repented and America
has the possibility of having
God as base once again. "In
God we trust." We must not let
the vision of a healed country

Gideon's in response to God's
prodding prophecies.

Editorial Policy
The

our

Anyone interested

into a

skills

outside

country.

attending a prayer meeting for
purposes of praying for our
country, our attitudes and us
as believers is welcome to
come to my home Friday
mornings from 7 to 8 A.M., 415
No. Meridian.
It
is our desire to raise a
prayer army similar to

let

those transferable

pride,

and

country

for that

your major "push you
around." That is, you might,
to

and corporately,

arrogance,
dishonesty, and aggression
within ourselves and our

our

for

the rest of the world.

dictates

jor?
In

God through

individually

Yes Margaret,

you are wise, and a bit
you will be able to make

lucky,

What is it?
Why, a major, of
And what, pray tell,

Just as Israel was blessed by

repentance, then for renewal

testimonies.

Korner

one...

through

LK

visitation."

of
19:41-44

and immorality smother our

terrified

of falling,

hand from His and
Q: Anderson, Carter, and
Reagan were in a canoe
and it sank. Who was
saved?

I

pull

was wondering why you came
I'll forget it by tomorrow

soars- new

I

heights,

boundless joy, singing,
everywhere heavenly

my

cling to the

but

at

some

His

creation.

way

am

Now,
more

myself, I fall, gathering wounds,
bruises, and broken bones like
squirrels gather acorns. In pain

valley

cry out. Jesus heals. Togethwe climb upwards again.
Worn out I slip; Jesus, the
rope, holds me. Eventually we
reach the crest. For the first
time I gaze around. The trail

joy a peaceful slumber among
clover stalks, and hear whispering in the evergreens. The
whispering beckons me on.

er

seemingly so rugged gently
curves along the slope.
God's Craftmanship radiates forever.
Riding eagle's wing,

have to play the game

I

sights.

marvel

I

mountain's craggy edge. Not
having the strength to sustain

I

A: America!

spirit

life is

in

small

I

There is a
Him.
below which We des-

like

cend

into.

rest,

I

wash

my

Well,

I

really

must be going
like such a

Though it seems
shame
I

didn't get to

know you

but that was not

my

aim.

feet in cool, frosty, waters, en-

Across the

valley

is

a mountain

than the others. At its
foot stands Jesus, holding out
Smiling, I put my
his hand.

don't mean to harm you
would not want to maim
But for empty conversation

Now,

I

I

we

all

are

much

to blame.

taller

hand

in His.

We

by Peggy Gering

climb.

Zee Nickerson

Help save suffering animals
To

the Editor:

According to the Associated
this year has
been the worst for the poor vic-

Human Societies,

tims who suffered untold agonbeing caught in the steel-jaw
leghold trap. It is very sad and
frustrating to know that in the
cold, dark night, there are animals that are locked in a painful
trap and the only thing that
awaits them is the heel or the
club of the trapper who will unmercifully dispatch them. How
sad that there are such selfrighteous and calloused attitudes toward living creatures!
If people could only look in
the face of an animal caught in
a leghold trap and see the pain
in its eyes; then, they would
realize that the earnings of the
trapping enthusiasts mean nothing compared to the suffering
of the animals. Less than one
percent of the trappers in this
country depend upon trapping
as a significant source of income. Using the leghold trap
to control rodents is rubbish!
ies

The leghold

trap is not designed to differentiate rodents
from other animals.
For the trappers that spout
that the animal's paw becomes
numb- the numbness occurs
only on the paw below the trap

where the
cut

off.

circulation has

been

The pain certainly goes

According to the
American Veterinary Medical
Association, animals found as-

leep in traps are "in shock due
to excruciating pain."
There are only two ways to
abolish the trap- intensive consumer education to show the
cruelty behind the obtaining of
furs and to legislate the barbaric device out of existence.

VOTE YES ON NO.

51.

upward!

Nancy Coy

Will the Christian vote
To

the Editor:

We

are hearing

some very

humor

(Art Buchwald)
and tall tales about the danger
of church people getting out
and voting in this crucial 1980

weird

election.

Meanwhile, Blacks, Chicanos, gays, labor unions, educators, senior citizens and all
other minority groups are being told by the leaders exactly
how to vote to advance their
own oersonal interests. But for

count

church people, it's, "Be quiet
and stay home! What happens
to this country in the next fateful four years is none of your
business."
Fortunately, many enlightened Christian leaders are not
buying that second-class citizen bit. Perhaps the millions of
church people who are going to
the polls, at long last, can help
clean up some of the mess left
by the politicians.

Hvlda M. Pike.

The Crescent
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Fans tune into 660AM

by Marilyn Broderson
Many factors are involved

take shape, the
wheels began a turnin (or a
rockin' and a rollin'), and

began

in

developing, maintaining, and
nurturing effective programs.
Probably one of the greatest
contributions leading to

K.G.F.C, (then, of Brougher
Hall on 660 AM dial) officially

opened

growth and success of such
programs is student enthusiasm, concern and input. It is

can

not

only

celebrate its fifth year of
broadcasting, but also began to

challenges in the future. *
In 1971, K.G.F.C. was not
yet a reality. But because of a

few interested, determined and
persistent students, plans were
finalized and steps were taken
for the radio media.

Ten years

ago, Kevin Mills
the long process to
In
establish a radio station.
1973, still with a desire to
create a good communications

began

Today, under the direction
Carl Sorenson, Music
of
Education major, who is the
manager now, and Mark
Thomas, assistant manager,
K.G.F.C. is gaining credibility.

things

Thank you for the nice encouragement note I received
from "In Christ's Love". Feel
free to reveal who you are
sometime.

^
Jg5

smoothly,

air."

network and an awareness for
the need to encourage student
unity, another proposal was
Finally,

of 1978.

coordinated the operation of
the station, and sought to unite
and stimulate student interest.
But indeed, Rome wasn't built
in a day and radio stations
don't just spring up out of
nowhere either! It has taken 10
years (five in process) of
continued effort and student
support to get the radio station
"off the ground" and "on the

beyond,

submitted.

November

ran

casting

expand and
meet many new and exciting
reach

in

When the program first went
under way, Evelyn Pease, a
Christian Education major,
Evelyn, as
lead the way.
manager, made sure broad-

primarily for this reason that

K.G.F.C.

to

Alan Ferguson

Some

members
Korum, news

of the other

impact, testimony and ministry
in the community! So help us
K.G.F.C.
help each other
wants to listen and hear from
So turn on to
you too.
K.G.F.C. you can make the

The continuing success
K.G.F.C. is directly
the
dependent on you

•area.

include Dan
director, Christy McNulty,
and of
publicity director,
course, the ever famous D.J.'s!

of

D.J.'s work flexible shifts
of 2-4 hours a week. Although

opportunity to not only build
ud each other, but also have an

-

students.

The

The

have

students

an

-

difference!

certain standards are followed,

they are given considerable leeway in creating their own
format which is unique and
varying with each individual.
And while staff members are

Scandinavian seminar

open

to deletions
or additions, the goals of
K.G.F.C. remain the same.

periodically

The purpose

K.G.F.C. is
to provide a unique opportunity to share student life by
broadcasting sports, G.F.C.
of

Focus or "sharing" time, news
and special features of
community related activities.
Furthermore, another goal is
seeking to create a bond of love

focusing and
meditating on God's Word and

through

®
||
$
^

Christian music.
However, these goals can
not be met alone. K.G.F.C. is
student funded and
totally
needs student involvement and
In the near future
support.
plans have been made to
expand communication to

Edwards, broadcast away
games, and have a D.J. of the
month.
adding

Some hopefuls include
and

FM

dial

and

increasing the power coverage
to reach out to the Newberg

Seminar

Scandinavian

now
for

accepting
its

all

1981-1982 academic

abroad

year

through the folk school year,
the Seminar students and
staff meet in the mountains

is

applications
in

Denmark,

study

in

a

and

ex-

periences.

Because the Scandinavian
countries are small, open and
accessible, the year provides
an unusual opportunity for
the student to explorethis or
her particular field of interest

Scandinavian

doing an independent
study project. On the basis of
a detailed written evaluation

by

intensive language
course, often followed by a
family stay, students are
placed individually at Scandinavian folk schools or
other specialized institutions,

3-week

of their work,

students receive

most college
or par-

full

academic credit for

tial

their

year.

The

fee,

covering tuition,

room, board and

where they live and study
with Scandinavians of
The
diverse backgrounds.
folk schools are small,
residential educational communities intended mainly for
adults.

the

discuss

to

studies

year's

country, becoming part of
another culture and learning
its language.
After orientation and a

young

Norway

of

Norway

or Sweden.
This unique learning experience is designed for college students, graduates and
other adults who want to
Finland,

connected

travels

all

in

course-

Scan-

dinavia, is $5,400. Interestfree loans are granted on the
basis of need, as are a few
partial scholarships.
For further information,

Both

historically and socially,
these schools have played an
important part in the
development of the Scandinavian countries. Midway

please write to: Scandinavian
Seminar,100 East 85th Street,

New

York, N.Y. 10028.

Mike makes magic
Mike Ogden is a twenty-one
year old independent student.
A communication arts major,
he

is

and

focusing on film, television
He enjoys radio es-

radio.

pecially.

Relative to the Lord's leadMike would like to graduate with a Bachelor of Arts

ing,

and go on to get
film

production.

his

Masters

in

He would like

keep his interest in radio and
music production as well.

to

Besides radio, Mike enjoys
photography, rock climbing,
mountain climbing, reading

KGFC

and

basic edification of Christians,
because they are supporting

KGFC

AM

p.m. -10 p.m.

What can be done on a
Eighteen to twenty-two- the
general college age.
this time,

most indivi-

duals find their mate.

But, to

mate, one must go
through the process of court-

find this

However, finances are
•

masses"

"Magic Mike" can be heard
on Wednesday nights from
(HMS)
8 PM to 10 PM: 660
and 90.1 FM (Pennington and
Edwards).

in

ship.

"unsaved

should be a "body ministry." At
KGFC there should be some

the area of communications.
because it alHe enjoys
lows him to develop himself
(which he couldn't do on a public station), and it gives him the

to divert

During

the

Mike said that he had begun
from his biology major
and found that his talents were

ings.

8

Tm

person, not a non-entity," says
Mike.
As far as radio programs go,
Mike feels that they must be
entertaining, or they won't
flow. They should reach out to

the station.
Mike also feels that there
should be more of a community effort to support KGFC,
that it needs support as well as
the feedback to grow as a minis you.
istry.

science fiction and acting.
With these he can stay in touch
with his own intra personal feel-

Magic Mike makes music every Wednesday night

freedom to do his own type of
show, express feelings through
his own words and music, and
it allows him to stay in touch
still a
with the community.

at

an ultimate low.
Once you have the money to
go out, the next step is to find
something to do that won't put
a hole in your pocket. What
can be done? (especially around Newberg).

Donuts • Cookies • Cake • Milk

615 East First
Newberg, Oregon
538-6964

Open

Mon-Fri

7:00 AM-4:00

Sat 7:00

AM-12

PM

NOON

CLOSED SUNDAYS

date in Newberg?

The following ocntains a few
suggestions that cost around
$5 to $10:
Go on a picnic, but instead of
packing a meal, visit the store
and purchase the bread, meat,
cheese, and dressings. Don't
forget the beverages.
If it's too cold, take your picnic lunch to the nearest Museum or mall, find bench and
watch others become envious.
Take a trip to the beach.
There aren't too many people
that show up in the off season.
Remember the rain gear.
Invite your friend over and
bake some chocolate chip
cookies. Sit down with a glass
of milk and enjoy. Take whatever is left to an elderly person
in the area.

Show home movies of each
when you were kids.

other

Buy a plant at the nearest
nursery. Take it home, plant it,
then watch it grow.
Be generous. Take two $5
bills and put them in an unmarked envelope. Walk together down the street, find a
needy person, hand them the
envelope and say, "Someone
thought you should have this."
If both of you are musicians,
play on a street corner. Who

knows, maybe some listeners
will drop some coins into a hat.

books

at the library and take
turns reading the corny ones.
On a clear night, dress warm
bring a blanket to sit on, two
sets of binoculars and count
the stars.
Obtain a movie camera and
film. Then, get some clay together and make an animated
film. Invite all of the gang over

make some popcorn.
Then show a Major motion pic-

and

ture.

Buy $5 worth of bus tickets
and see how far you can go
(and

Mall.

get back).
the closest music
store and listen to all of your
favorite music.

Sit on a park bench and write
poetry to each other.
Check out a couple of joke-

window shop for the car
your dreams and test drive

Go window wishing at Washington Square or Springbrook

still

Go

to

At the nearest auto dealer
of
it!
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NEXUS
NEXUS

designed to

George Fox Students can
embark on a great exchange

new column

a

is

link

people and

program that enables a student
to spend a term in another
college within the Consortium
of Christian Colleges. Broaden
your frame of reference and
watch the change. For further

ideas together. It will include
want ads for rides home, books
and other items for sale, ideas

and opportunities for
Items must be
submitted by the fourth

to share,

students.

Wednesday

each month to

of

be in the next month's issue.
Send each item, typed doublespaced, to Box A. There is a 50

7

**

word

mi*

SANDY CELLEY,

LaDonna House, and Tara

prepare to launch their

raft,

"The Boston Tea

Patton,
Party".

George Fox students are still
but

blood,

in

lesser

amounts than in previous
years.
Wednesday, October

'Brother Martin' performed

15,

138

pints

of

blood were

fall 157 units and two
years ago 177 units. The cause
of this increase is a puzzle to
George Fox Student Health
Service Director, Carolyn

given, last

Martin"

"Brother

a

in

performance Thursday, Oct.
30, the second program of the

new Chehalem

Valley

Lyceum

Series.

Curtain time was 8 P.M.

in

George Fox College's WoodMar Auditorium.
"Brother Martin" is a collage
of materials on Martin Luther,
the peasant-born monk, who

The

strength,
intellect, humor and wisdom
Martin Luther are used

President Lincoln

vision,

of
in

highlighting the challenging
theological questions of the
ages.
Thorley, a graduate of the

in

"Gentle-

men Unafraid" and

in

"Prologue to Glory." With Sir
Lawrence Olivier, he played

Staples.

the Archbishop
"Beckett."

The 32nd Red Cross
Bloodmobile Campaign

The Lyceum

of

York

Series

in

is

being

George

Fox

Royal Academy of Dramatic
Arts in London, has had
important roles on the stage

sponsored

and

which were available at the
door, were $4 adults, $2.50
senior citizens and students,
and $1 children 12 and under.

national television, in
His
films, and in the opera.
in

four and a half centuries ago
faced the judgement of state

appearances have been

and church and helped change
the course of Western history.

and Germany.

nationwide

Thorley

in

England, France
played

brought out 165 donors. Of
these, 27 were unable to give
because of medical reasons,

College.
Tickets for the
"Brother Martin" performance,

Lyceum
has

also

by

ships,

still

for family,

$10

for

contact

Dean

at Ext. 205.

limit.

giving

Actor Victor Thorley was

Green

4 GFC gives blood

sophomores,

all

information,

leaving the total pints given at
138.
The sixteen percent

rejection rate

is

high, but.

The gallon mark was
reached by LeAnn Nash of
Newberg, and Sherie Wir.siow
of Burr Oak, Kansas.
The accumulated number c

(

pints given over the past 13
years of campaigns at George
Fox College surpassed the
3,000 mark Wednesday by 3
pints.

A

private challenge

between

men and women
resulted in the women serving
dinner to the men in SAGA.
Pennington

1

Series memberbeing sold, are $45

Top Quality

$18 for adults and
students for the

WEDDING RINGS
ENGAGEMENT RINGS

remaining nine events.

0

Chains Charms Earrings
This year's

raft

Jon Hastings

race winners

3andy Kilcup, Bruce BreckenTony Carson, Leonard
Renfer, Jim Munn, and Steve
Bury of the Titanic LI, ran the

ridge,

three mile course in 1 hour, 16
minutes, and 21 seconds.
Dinner at the River Queen was
the prize for winners and their

first

receive the
scholarship from the Mr.

ship Program, a

"Ladies

the

of

Nile"

judged as the most original

was
raft

was navigated by
Sheryl and Sandee Chandler,
Charlene Harris, and Kelly
Duncan.
built.

It

gift

of

Kershner.
annual grant of $700 to
$1,000 will be made from the
$10,000 Scholarship fund for

An

and

Economics

students. The recipient must
be a senior and prepare a
research paper in business and
economics. Financial need is
not a criterion for the award.

fell

raft "bit

The last raft to come in to the
dock took 2 hours and 47
minutes to run the course:

George Fox College was
awarded $15,072 by U.S.
Energy for
energy conservation measures

Department

of

taken. This grant is matched
by non-federal funds making
the total $30,145. This is one of
67 grants made to Oregon
Schools and Hospitals.

"Just

You and Me
comedy starring,

touching

George
Shields

Orkney, biology

shop now

as

.

50%

off

for Christmas

• call for private

showing

Burns and Brooke
will
be shown in

Kershner Lecture at 8 P.M. this
November 7, by the
George Fox College Film
Society. Admission costs will
be $1 per person.
Burns and Shields portray
Friday,

third

Dale

apart.

•

low

Kid", a

the developing friendship of a
retired comedian and a teenage runaway. The film is the

the dust" when
it sunk upon launching, while
another floated 100 feet, then

One

• priced as

Howard

E.

Business

dates.

will

and Mrs. Joseph L. Beatty
Business Economics Scholar-

fall

brought to campus

Larry

& Myreta

538-4153

14K Gold
Sterling Silver

this

by the Film Society.

professor, has been selected as
one of 26 in the United States
to participate in a National

Science Foundation sponsored Chautaugua Short
Course on "Cosmology: The
Origin, Evolution and Future of
the Universe."
Sessions were held Oct. 2021 at the Oregon Graduate
Center, Portland, and again

Mar. 26-27.

*DUNKEN'S Men's Wear
406 East

First

—————Special Coupon
I

J
j

I

538-5250

——-—

$5.00 off the regular price
on any sweater or velour
through the month of

November

I

|

* We'll silk

no

particular cause was to blame
according to Carolyn Staples.

screen your design on your tee shirts for $1.50 a shirt
A minimum of ten shirts is

plus a fifteen dollar set-up charge.
required.
(

I

Community Type and Design, 101 S. Washington, Newberg. 538-1144

November
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1980^ PRESIDEN
candidates

***

'The

Republican

Independent

OCCUPATION:

OCCUPATION:

brought up in the talk about the
1980 election is something like
'You know, he may be the best

Writer,
public speaker, commentator
affairs and policy.
on public
r

DEMOCRATIC GROUND:

OCCUPATIONAL BACK-

President of

Farmer and Small
Business Owner; State

Senator; Governor.

EDUCATIONAL BACK-

Georgia Institute of Technology; U.S. Naval Academy,

Union College, postgrad-

Senate; elected

Governor

OCCUPATIONAL BACKDartmouth, B.A.

democracy demands that vital
economic decisions no longer

Resources Conservation

in International Relations;
Harvard Law School, J.D.

be left to corporate executives
unaccountable to the public. It

The National Bottle Bill
The 50-50 Gasoline Tax

PRIOR GOVERNMENTAL

demands

Plan, designed to reduce
gasoline consumption and

378,000 votes as candidate for

the

war.

President Carter
returned from his extraordinary mission to Egypt and Israel
in 1979, he said, "In war we
offer our very lives as a matter
of routine. We must be no less

When

daring, no less steadfast, in the
pursuit of peace/'

The President has been both
and steadfast. As a

daring

and Egypt no
longer confront each other at
gunpoint. Instead, *they have
signed a treaty of peace and
joined in full diplomatic
Israel

to the efforts of this

United
Administration,
States is now a friend of both
China and Japan at the same
time. Along with other
initiatives to expand U.S.
trade, this has opened whole
new markets for American
the

goods, including lumber.
President Carter fought for

Panama Canal
The result is a new
mutual respect
hemisphere. And,
Africa,

"On November 4, America
most
will make one of the
decisions

important

Treaties.
basis for

by

in

insisting

our

in

southern

on

justice

the face of
vocal political opposition, the
President helped promote a
peaceful transition to majority

and standing firm

in

We

decide whether our

will

people.

residential

We will decide whether
extensive taxes will crush
the dreams of millions of
working people who want
nothing more than to be

buildings

able to pay their

have something

We

will

for

the

MENT.
1\<M' p\aib><te
OriyyA Veers'

crucial alternative fuels
Tax credits for energy
savings investments in

which

all

are ahead, not behind us.
need leadership that has

We

the courage and compassion to
make the tough decisions and
to apply to problems the same

sense that each of us
applies every day in countless

common

John Anderson has worked
for:

-from

+h6

VampH^-

1947. Naval Officer (1941-46),
Liaison Officer with U.S.

irrespon-

Senate Committee on Military

opposition

constitutional

to

a

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND:

amendment

banning abortion
Vigorous enforcement of
affirmative action programs
Developing an even-handed

rates

200

make
for

it

farms

Americans

purchase homes.

to

In spite of a

that it is a
citizen

and unprejudicial immigration policy

recession engineered by the
Republicans and Democrats, a
plan which requires the lion's
share of sacrifice to fall on the

of the greatest nation on
feel a special obligation to
I

Expanded day-care centers

working

situations.
I

have always

felt

special blessing to

be a

earth.

sure that our nation
continues to stand for the great

on which

it

was

founded. I invite you to join me
in this undertaking by making

the

right

on
Together we can
decision

November 4.
make America a country of
which generations to come can
be proud

VOTE

for

children

of

working

believe that the days of
prosperity need not be over.
be
I believe there should still
opportunities to start at the
bottom and work to the top.

I

believe that inflation can be
controlled.
can
I believe that America
gain the respect of other
I

friend and foe.
believe that the govern-

nations

ment

when properly

managed, can be a help
rather than a hindrance to
the people. But I believe that

do

PRIOR GOVERNMENTAL
EXPERIENCE: None

submit-

ted.

what

people, inflation
Already hard hit,

persists.

women, the elderly
earners suffer
wage
and low

minorities,

families

I

Politics of

and

practically impossible

most

and 6 books, the
of which is The
Energy (1979).

articles

most recent

small

cripple

and

Ph.D. Harvard

University, in biology (1941).
B.A. Columbia University, in
zoology (1937). Author of over

the economy are relocated
overseas. A foreign policy
tailored to the needs of
corporations threatens us with

businesses

4

Affairs 1946.

interest

to
<xro

Washington University since

Amendment
Total

the

OCCUPATIONAL BACKGROUND: On faculty of

war; inflationary defense
spending wastes our productive capacity. Unprecedented

and continued

for

(since 1966).

support for the ratification
of the Equal Rights

Vigorous

Director,

Biology of
Natural Systems, Washington
University, St. Louis, Missouri

Center

not meet unreasonable profit
quotas and whole sectors of

can actively
and one that can

change the future of our
nation and the world.
seek the presidency of
I
these United States because I
believe that our greatest days

OCCUPATION:

sible investments; factories are
shut down, because they do

of us

participate

socially

the

is

increases as scarce capital

wasted on

the

in

Libertarian

need. Unemployment

public

behind
listed

«J0

ED CLARK

brought our society to the edge
Our
of a national crisis.
resources have been squandered, because corporate
profit has been put before

will

stand

Harris

commitments

Our country is dominated by
giant corporations, who have

a decision in

is

Commoner

(1969-1974).

freedom and
It

Harris statement.

American Association for the
Advancement of Science

peoples everywhere.
We will decide whether our
children and grandchildren
will enjoy opportunities for

growth,

Scientist's Institute for Public

allowances for capital costs
of energy investments

once
again be the symbol of hope
and freedom for oppressed
flag

Citizens

Special depreciation

for a

regulate. The
Party, Barry
and LaDonna

to

has also
Barry
served as Cofounder, St. Louis
Committee for Nuclear
Information (1958). Co-chair,

Information (1967-1978).
Chairman, Committee on
Environmental Alterations,

and commercial

government

that

supposed

and

<

agencies serve those who pay
for them with tax dollars and
not the corporations they are

Commoner

decide whether the

American

submitted.

of California, 1978.

Governor

and still

left

democracy.

EXPERIENCE: Received

rainy day.

the possibility of
nuclear war. President Carter
believes that a new nuclear
arms race would be both
pointless and dangerous. He is
committed to strong efforts
against nuclear proliferation
and for mutual and balanced
controls on nuclear arms.
The President is a preeminent leader in the
battle

bills

GROUND:

econo ic
Economic

alternative:

EDUCATIONAL BACK-

Social Security
payroll taxes by 50%
Development of necessary

reduce

will

principles

EQUAL RIGHTS AMEND-

will

GROUND: None

Act of 1977

decide whether we
have the military
will
strength to maintain peace
throughout the world.
We will decide whether we
will have enough jobs for our

We

make

continued

system

free enterprise
remain strong.

rule in Zimbabwe-Rhodesia.
The greatest threat to peace

remains

this

of

century.

progress.

relations.

the

%

SCME POSTED

Business

Reclamation Act of 1977
The Clean Air and Clean
Water Acts
The Soil and Water

of Georgia.

Thanks

OCCUPATION:

for:

1966-1970. Reelected and served from 1970California

previous eight
years, he has strengthened
America's defense structure.
He has used our strength
responsibly to keep us out of

result,

(1-13-80)

counsel.

extend security and peace to
other nations. Reversing the
of

The New York Times

EXPERIENCE:

The Surface Mining and

President Carter knows that
only a secure America can help

trend

PRIOR GOVERNMENTAL

If

that

really

of

EXPERIENCE: Governor

Georgia

State

a candidate is
appealing, why
shouldn't he have a chance?"

sentences.

John Anderson has worked

Illinois.

GOVERNMENTAL

PRIOR

Elected Chairto

Phi Beta Kappa
graduate, Univ. of Illinois.
University of Illinois, law
degree. Howard UniversityGraduate ,law degree.

GROUND:

College, Eureka,

man, Sumter County School
elected

something like Too bad he
doesn't have a chance. '...it is
our purpose to ask about the
odd gap between those two

BARRY COMMONER

GOVERNMENTAL

Board;

1955-1960.

Independent

1974.

EXPERIENCE:

Democrats at that.'
Invariably the next sentence is

and

and Sociology; Eureka

uate work.

PRIOR

the race and the one
appeals to Republicans

in

Foreign Service Officer, 1952-1960. U.S.
Congressman, 1961-present.

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: B.A. in Economics

Georgia
College;

Schools;

man
who

EDUCATIONAL BACK-

Picture Industry Council and
member of council's Board of
Directors for 10 years.

Georgia

Plains,

Southwestern
B.S.;

,

Former President Motion

U.S. Navy (Engi-

neer);

Public

into the 1960

Con(1961-present).
U.S.

Officer 1952-1955; State's
Attorney, Rockford, Illinois,

times

OCCUPATIONAL BACK-

GROUND:

and

film

thing

first

when John Anderson's name is

OCCUPATIONAL BACKGROUND: Foreign Service

s. Six
elected President of
Screen Actor's Guild union;
board member 16 years.

extended

the United States.

GROUND:

Began

gressman

television career in 1937 that

JIMMY CARTER
Democrat
OCCUPATION:

people say

RONALD REAGAN JOHN ANDERSON

all

this

we need new

leadership in Washington.

the most.

The candidates of the two
major parties refuse to
confront the central problem
behind these realities:
concentrated corporate power

and

domination

its

political

of

our

The old
no longer

institutions.

parties

are

responsive to the people, only
to their financial backers.

Barry
LaDonna

*4

Commoner and

Harris (listed as
Citizens Party candidates in
other states, as Independents
in

Oregon)

stand

for

RONAI n REAGAN

an

Ho

ori6 vfftedT

***

BARRY
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HAL CAMPAIGN'
platforms
ANDERSON

The people of Oregon are
ready for a new direction in

During the past four years
Congress, Anderson has:

1980.

For over a century,
Republicans and Democrats
have controlled American

endorsed the
peace treaty.

Through the years,
these parties have grown more
and more alike. No matter
politics.

k

which
f

power, taxes get
gets worse,
spending increases,

inflation

federal
social

problems

multiply,

get sent off to die in

Israel-Egypt

U.S. -Western Europe relations
with a "massive series of
consultations."

and increase the

risk

of war.

As these problems grow, the
two established parties
and MORE foreign

regulations,

intervention.

have always
among the most

Oregonians

been
independent

voters

in

Ed Clark's major goals are to
reduce the threat of war and to
taxes to their lowest
decades. All his
in
levels
positions on the issues follow
from the idea that government
interference in all aspects of
American society should be
reduced substantially and

grain."

treaty between
Egypt through
intervention at

and
personal

Israel

Camp

1978

completed negotiation of the

voted

ocean

1978 to oppose

in

corporations,

in

by

U.S.

order

to

advance negotiations at the
U.N. Law of the Sea
Conference.

ratification

supported a general human

pressed for completion of

Law

of the

Taiwan.

The Platform

Law

criticizes the

Sea Conference:
"Too much concern has been
lavished on nations unable to
carry out seabed mining with
of the

"begin the moral
of the
United States for the difficult,
military

rearmament

tune out those cynics, pacifists,
and appeasers who tell us the
Army and Navy of this country
are nothing but the extensions
of some malevolent militaryindustrial complex."

Regarding southern Africa, the
Platform states, "We must

remain open and helpful to all
whether in the new
Zimbabwe, in Namibia, or in
the Republic of South Africa."
But it opposes the Carter
parties

Administration aid program for
Nicaragua.

and

treaties

rights provision regarding the

the

desire for closer U.S. ties with

He would

and

mining

The Republican Platform
pledges "to continue the
process of building a working
relation with the People's
Republic of China." But
Reagan continues to indicate a

attention paid to
gaining early American access
to it."

dangerous decade ahead, and

formally established

helped obtain their
by the Senate.

in

1979.

David.

diplomatic and normal trade
relations with the People's
Republic of China.

Panama Canal

and

Reagan opposes the SALT II
Treaty and opposed the
Panama Canal Treaties.

insufficient

a

Kampuchean people

slash

rapidly.

American

leader in calling
attention to the plight of the

MORE

MORE

and the Soviet Union is
besting the U.S. in Africa,
Indochina, Latin America, and
elsewhere. As a consequence
of "ten years of detente," the
Soviet Union "is now fueled by
Western capital, run by
American computers, fed by

illusion

a

against

He was

with MORE taxes,
inflation,

respond

strength to
military
U.S.
counter the Soviet Union's
"expansionist course." He
believes detente has been an

Vietnam
trade embargo in 1976, and
against limitations on
international economic aid to
Vietnam and other countries.
voted

interfere in the affairs of other
nations, create international

tensions,

Reagan's foreign policy is
based on the need to increase

supported U.S. sanctions on
Rhodesian chrome (1975 vote).

and unemployed permanently
out of any hope for
improvement. Big enough to

REPUBLICAN

REAGAN

Taiwan.

to regulate our personal lives.
Big enough to freeze the poor

f

international regime where
materials will be available to all
nations." He would strengthen

supported normalization of
U.S. relations with the People's
Republic of China, while
the timing and
criticizing
handling of the issue with

foreign wars, and Big
Government gets bigger. Big
enough to take a huge bite out
of our paychecks. Big enough

i

in

in

is

higher,

Americans

!P

struggle for access to raw
materials. Just as we're having
a Law of the Sea Conference,
we should try to construct an

Sea Treaty.

elevated the issue of human
U.S. policy
in

Export-Import Bank in 1978,
but voted against a cutoff of
military training to Argentina, a

human

INSURANCE

rights violator, in 1977.

rights

4P

considerations

and world

opinion. This policy alienated
the Soviet Union. At times it

the rise or
continuance of unpopular or

inhibited

been

They "have

America.

skeptical of the claims and the
candidates of the established

dictatorial regimes or
encouraged more popular
governments, as in Zimbabwe,
Nicaragua, Ecuador, and the
Dominican Republic. In other
cases U.S. "security" interests

Andy they have
insisted on alternative

superseded

programs, not

1979), South Korea, Philippines, Indonesia.

parties.

just

different

personalities.

Now,

in 1980,

human

rights'

considerations as in Iran (pre-

voters across

Oregonand

ians in their skepticism

signed two U.N. Human
Rights Covenants and the

independence. They know that

American

we need a new alternative. We
need a new approach, with the

Human

America are

joining

courage not only to challenge
the programs and policies
which have failed, but also to
provide new solutions which
allow a

maximum
and

freedom

of individual

responsibility.

Finally, in 1980,

we have that

alternative.

Ed Clark is a soft-spoken,
straight-talking Libertarian
who combines a principled
commitment to individual
rights with practical, creative
solutions to our problems.
ft>re*r

them

Convention

ratification.

permitted a 10,000-ton food
shipment to Laos in 1978 and
supported generous U.S. aid
for Kampuchea in 1979, but
continued a trade and aid
boycott of Vietnam.

Mock

Presidential

Reagan
ihc
SifMOdh l^fA Carter
Anderson

4? General Foreign
Policy
CARTER

101

49
2]

Commoner

1

Clark
Miscellany ous

During

3-y2

years

in

office,

Carter:

helped

731 Students
negotiate

a

peace

ection

Results

Wiies art

h£W*r*

on

Rights and submitted
to the Senate for

186 voted

11

CONFUSED ?
Anderson was a supporter of
U.S. policy in Indochina for
eight years. Today he says his
vote for the 1968 Gulf of
Tonkin Resolution was "the
worst vote I ever cast."
He criticized the "unilateral
U.S. reaction to the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan, but
supported Carter's grain
embargo, technology embarand Olympic boycott.
go,
"Instead of thinking the
Russians are plotting world
conquest, I think they're
terribly insecure. They haven't
reached their economic goals
for some years; they see our
economy three times larger
than theirs; they're worried
about becoming net importers;
they're worried about having
access to raw materials. I think

we have to
them

sit

about

down and talk to
not

having

a

FROM A FRIEND
For quality service contact Steve Harmon, your
on campus life insurance agent representing

Harmon and

Associates.

OMMONFR * * * JOHN ANDFRSON * * * ED CLARK
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Second Street House: A campus getaway
by Zee Nickerson
had a

"It

Activities include, live music,

warm

friendly,

atmosphere. Sandy Simpson
was very good. They really
made you feel welcome,"
Christy McNulty said to Robyn
Johnson and me as we strolled
back to the college.
// / tuere a dreamer
I'd dream everybody could
love one another with no
questions

And

in the wind
To celebrate me home again
Surf is pounding out aways
Crescendoing at every

phrase
Island magic
I

think I need you, I
learn to live again.

After

need to

and

concert

the

several encores we slipped into
the chilly autumn night. Robyn
said, "It's a neat place to go
relax and meet some new and
interesting people."

Sandy Simpson sang
song. In a cozy white and

Let's support this expressive
service for Christians. Second
Street House is "For youse

Robyn Johnson and Christy McNulty sip cider and warm

shuttered house sat
a dozen people and

guys."

their backs by the fire at Second Street House.

another half dozen were busy

so far away, in time, a
time to grow
Its so hard to stay upon this
It's

when we arrived.
One young man was carving
the kitchen

Oh, dream of dreams

A dream that's planted deep

out a jack-o-lantern. Another
handed us some steaming
apple cider. The other women

within our souls

Oh, dream of dreams
Open our eyes and heal
make us whole
Oh, dream of dreams

and

children
were cutting
carrots and cauliflower as well

popcorn

and
Soon everything was

serving

the air

in

Leaving beauty everywhere

night

as

ocean

tropic

Lpaves dancing

Earlier

in

to

rules,

breeze

hand,

in

write of the morning, the
dawn that is breaking the
first early light
That brushes away all the
sorrow that cries in the

maybe

no

Cooling,

hand

I'd

this

earth talk. There are

music,

Sunlight flickering through
the trees

we'd go sailing on home to
the sky
If I were a singer
I'd sing o; a sailor who'd
teach us the meaning of
how to be free
He'd sail through the storms
and pilot our ships through
the sea
If I were a poet

green

down

except no smoking is asked,
and everyone leaves their
shoes at the door. Donations
are accepted.

why

then,

singing, recorded
baking, a library and

cookies.
ready.
The only light came from the
fires'
glow. Sandy Simpson
sang the score for an album he
plans to record.

I

know

this is the true reality

and everyone
know, has had

am

(I

the

us,

the
life.

of

you,

I

dream
way, the truth and
No man cometh
this

unto the Father but by Me.)

Located on the corner of
Second and College streets,
Second Street House, is an
alternative "hang out" for
youth seeking supportive
Christian fellowship. It's open
Fridays and Saturdays from 7

Debbie Cathers, manager,
supported by prayer
is paramount in the operation
Second Street House.
of
Cathers coordinates staff

feels faith

P.M. -midnight.

The idea of a coffee house
concept began a year ago with
the realization that

Newberg

needed a gathering place

for

young people. Justin
McCormick volunteered the
downstairs of her home. She
charges no rent, just the utility
cost. The house is decorated
with donated spool tables,
throw pillows and plants. For
cold winter evenings there is

CAMERAQTRS,
"we Focis on Personal service*

and a fireplace to
snuggle up in front of. Two
hosts and/or hostesses are
there every night.

also a stereo

PENTAX

members and

volunteers.

Many graduated from GFC.
Dave Myton and his wife Mary
and Jeff and Jeanett Bineham
are frequent hosts, while
Rogers acts as treasurer.
Staffing

Take and show me

to the

place I know
In the cloud, in the sky, to

heaven
Winding road

Wes
from poetry
Hermann Hesse

Lyrics

deter-

availability

narrow, winding road
Winding road

mines when the house is open.
near future the house will
be available to groups for

by

copyright 1980 A.J. Simpson.

In the

meetings, parties and more live
concerts. Anyone wishing to

Always sleepy
Under the

perform can contact Debbie
Cathers at 538-4874.
After everyone stretched
passed cookies
legs,
their
around and rilled mugs with
cider, Sandy continued in his
quiet mellow voice...

Trees of the
Universe she

Makes

us aware of the
of our earth

Nakedness

by Robin Wilkenson

:super

Registration:

With:
•

•

50

mm

f

•

winder optional
Fully automatic 35

mm

SLR with

Larry

operation

Spears, Director of

ME
50

Winder

mm

f

OFFER

add $109.00
add $50.00

II

1.4

GOOD THRU

-COUPON

NOV.

8

SPECIAL"

I

40%

off

any Hoya or Tiffen

stock with this
|

LIMIT

ONE

PER

filter in

coupon
THRU NOV.

CUSTOMER

8

10-7

F

10-4

SAT

10-5

of

men

born

in

(and perhaps women) born in
1963 will be required to register
as they turn 18. It should be
noted that the U.S. has never
had a registration without a
draft, and rarely a draft without
a war."
"The need for young people
to be informed and to consider
going on record as a
conscientious objector to war
has never been greater than it
is this Fall," says Spears.
decision

Supreme

Court's

on Goldberg vs.

Tarr,

sex-discrimination case
involving the draft and
registration, will be final this
Winter,"

Springbrook Plaza

and

perhaps

They

too

be

must

consider their position on war."
has sued Selective
Service for their draft plans and
learned that they plan to allow
registrants to claim hardship,
medical, and conscientious
objector status only at the last

CCCO

moment

after

induction orders are issued.
"Unless students begin to
think about, and collect
evidence for, conscientious
objection claims and other
options, they are certain to be

a

538-1311

draft,

possible

"The

HOURS M-TH

the

drafted.

tious Objection Campaign,
says, "This past summer's draft

1960 and 1961 was just the first
step toward returning to the
This coming January,
draft.
Service plans to
Selective
register those men born in
After January 5, men
1962.

$279.95

step toward the draft

CCCO's Youth and Conscienregistration

Now

draft

actual draft.

Extensive tri-color viewfinder display

Reg. $307.95

largest

counseling agency, warned this
month that the start of draft
registration has added to the
increased likelihood of an

Metering for instant accurate
response
flash

for

Conscientious Objectors, the

nation's

GPD

Dedicated

first

The Central Committee

1.7 lens

override
•

The

comments Spears.

"It

especially important for
women to realize that they
could be ordered to register for
is

caught

unprepared," says

CCCO,

P.O.

Box

15796,

Philadelphia, PA 19103. They
simply state 'Because of my

about war, I am
opposed to participating in the
beliefs

military.'"

Spears.

"There

from

is

also

growing

sentiment within Congress to
begin debate early next year on
whether a peace-time draft
should be started," he says. "It
is important for young people
to realize that under the
current draft law, all men
between the ages of 18 and 26
are eligible to be drafted. Also,
students should know that
there is no longer a college
student deferment under the

"The

usefulness

card," says Spears,

provides

a

of this
that it

"is

record

of

individual's opposition to

an
war

CO

card
military. This
help to demonstrate to the
military that hundreds of

and the
will

thousands of young people

will

Spears states that
has already registered
over 20,000 young people
through its conscientious
objection card. 'These cards

not serve in the military.
Conscientious objectors, along
with the large number of nonregistrants and the vocal antidraft movement may help to
deter Congress from establishing a peace-time draft."
was founded in 1948
as the Central Committee for
Conscientious Objectors and
is a national, non-profit agency
counseling young Americans
facing the prospect of military
service, or those already in the

are available, free of charge,

military.

new draft laws."
"Young Americans must
start thinking

about whether

they could participate in the
military."

CCCO

CCCO

November

3,
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GFC seene

Seven profs addedto
seven new
professors have been added

The

faces

social science

of

He

psychology instructor.
earned an M.A. and Ph.D. in
psychology from Ohio State
University. He and his wife,

Jeffrey.

Western

College-Conservatory

Gale, live in Tigard.
Nancy Gritta comes

University of Cincinnati will
Capella Choir,
teach
Oratorio Choir, and applied

sociology and journalism, an
M.A. in accounting, finance,

to the

GFC

a

scene.

John Bowman, a graduate
of Houghton College with a
doctoral degree from the

GFC

A

He

voice.

and

his

an

with

The new Resident Director
Edwards Hall is Bonnie

for

Jerke,

to
in

A.B.

marketing from the
University of Santa Clara.
Beaverton resident, Gritta
will be teaching accounting
and finance classes. She has a

A

grad, James Foster joins the

1976

a

graduate

of

ty of

Evangelical

joins the

GFC

on a half-time
basis teaching music theory,

Seminary where she received

music

a masters degree in religious
education. Jerke received her

orchestration,

staff

composition,
conducting the Jazz
Ensemble. Ted has a B.M.
from Baylor University and
an M.S. from the Texas College of Arts and Indrstrv.

and

State University.
New reference librarian
Merrill Johnson and his wife,
Candace, live with their son,

Clinical psychologist

Oregon.

Ted Nichols

undergraduate degree in
social work from Montana

and

wife,

Sharon, have a seven-yearold daughter Anne.
A 1974 Seattle Pacific

nineteen-month-old Brian in
Newberg. Johnson has a
B.A. from Seattle Pacific and
an M.L.S. from the Universi-

husband, Richard, and son

department as

speaks on wholistics

Ted

is

an experienced com-

poser and

has

written

the

music on such famous TV
cartoon shows as "The Flintstones/' and "Scooby Doo."
He and his wife, Doris, have
three children and make their
home in Gresham, Oregon.
Bruce Wiebe is a new

and

literature

writing

coming

structor

in-

from

California. Bruce has a B.A.
in English from Westmont

an M.A. in
from Western
Kentucky University. He and
his wife, Wanda, have a twoyear-old daughter, Daphne.

College

and

Humanities

Bruce's hobbies include flute,
flyfishing,

woodworking,

eading, and tennis.
New part-time teachers include Stan Bunn, teaching Introduction to Law; Larry
Harrington, teaching Computer Science; lane Smith, a
1980 GFC graduate teaching
piano; and Norm Harper,
teaching Business Law.
r

by Rachel

Hampton

is

the "verbalized past tense of

you believe

that which

to be."

In other words, affirmation

"The wholistic practitioner
must learn as much as he can
about everything he can all oi
the time," former GFC
professor Joel Loken said at a
recent seminar on wholistic
counseling. That sounds like a
tall order, but for the veteran
psychologist, it is only the
beginning.
Dr. Loken lives his words. In
the past he has taught history,

futuristics, psychology,
sociology and English.

He

established a treatment
facility for young drug addicts
in Canada and is currently
working with Pacific Christian
Counseling Center in Tigard.
Dr. Loken spoke to a

gathering of 25 people from
across Oregon and Washington on topics ranging from
resistance to the
historical

physical, spiritual and
emotional aspects of
wholistics.

Two

important
stressed were

he

points

affirmation

and

visualization.

"Affirmation
important

in

all

counseling," Dr.

is

very

aspects

Loken

said.

of
It

is

repeating to oneself and others
a truth that needs reinforcing in
one's life. The whole mental
attitude can be repaired and
healed, he maintained, if the
person believes that it can.
The Christian counselor's
job is to facilitate the healing

process. Loken acknowledged
that the Bible has many good
illustrations of the counseling

give the true sensitivity that a

personality.

wholistic counselor needs.
Dr. Loken is attempting to

Dr. Loken encourages
responses from those

provide

interested

Portland

the

metropolitan community with
a sound knowledge of what it
means to be fulfilled on each
major level of the total or whole

Jsten to "the host that loves
you most" Sunday afternoons

upon

1:00-4:00

on KGFC.

Edwards

3 South presented
Newell, a Prineville

Another

the

person.

in

Over time the

client demonstrates renewal in
mind, inspiration in spirit and

performance

improved

Hille

Vanderkooy

otherwise

the Towering
Inferno, grew an inch last year.
shorter
He is now only
than Goliath was reported to

known

as

have been.

Edythe

grandmother, with an

Continuing

certificate

of

last year's tradition

any man or
caught on its floor.

Zoo" dog

woman

piles

Tammy McClearen
Tittle

and

Denniston, nor Zee Nickerson
and Clarke Coburn.

Darnell what she
not wearing while talking

Ask Denise

Mitch was

io a security

October

of

man on

the night

22, 1980.

for

ministering to others.
Finally, Loken said that the
only way to really connect with
another person is through the

Holy

Spirit.

Only the

Spirit will

Coming Events

THINKING WESTERN?
THINK

NEWBERG WESTERN WEAR

Career
The 25th annual Faculty
be held on November Lecture will be given Tuesday,
from, 10:15-2:30.
November 11 at 8 P.M. in
7,
Registration will start at 10:15 Kershner Lecture Hall by GFC
A.M. in the Cap and Gown Librarian Genette McNichols.
The subject is Rivers of
Room. There is no fee.
America.
The Portland Chamber
Orchestra with Paul Bellam as
conductor will be performing
Band, Wind Ensemble,
December 1, at 8 P.M. in
jWood-Mar Auditorium. The Stage Band, and String
orchestra is the third program Orchestra will be featured in
this years "Pops Concert,
of the Lyceum Series.
Tickets sold at the door are November 15, at 7:30 P.M. in
$4 for Adults and $2.50 for Wheeler Sports Center. There
is no admission charge.
students and senior citizens.
Season tickets may be
purchased at $18.00 for adults
Quaker Emphasis Week
and $10.00 for students and
November 12-16, guest
senior citizens.
speaker is T. Canby Jones
The Psychology Club will professor of religion and
lost two distinguished guests philosophy at Wilmington
this month. On Wednesday,
College, Wilmington, Ohio
November 12, Dr. Walter The theme is "Toward
Moody from Western Evangel- Biblical Understanding of the
ical Seminary in Portland will
Work of Christ."
be featured. He will also be
available to address questions
The George Fox College
regarding graduate programs.

Home Economics

Day

Dr.

will

Moody is director of Coun-

seling
at

and Pastoral Psychology

WES.

Dr. Cedrig Johnson, coordinator of clinical training at
Western Conservative Baptist
Seminary in Portland, will be

hosted Monday, November 17.
Both events are scheduled for
noon to 1:30 P.M. in the Cap
and Gown room. Bring your
lunch and enjoy this opportunity:

Auxiliary

will

hold their

Vests

•

Jackets

•

Belts

We have

Gown Room.
The bazaar will feature
homemade handicrafts of al
kinds,

including

knittec

hangings, driec
flower arrangements, holiday
decorations, and the major
attraction of the bazaar
homemade candies, bakec
goods, and a crepe booth.
wall

Boots

•

Hats

•

Shirts

•

Jeans

Annua

Bazaar November 14, and 15
It will be held in the Cap anc

articles,

•

mi
•

it all!!

NEWBERG WESTERN WEAR
316 East

First

and

how to pick up a

camel.

Nickerson

"the

it.

D'Lorah

membership.

honorary

Huntley's wheelchair
weighs 200 lbs without her in

Hope

Ask

Contrary to current rumors
Zee Nickerson and Al
Ferguson are not going
Neither are Zee
together.

of strength for actualization,

produces a healing process

more

2T

tool of the wholistic

counselor is visualization. Both
the counselor and client must
picture the end product that
together they choose for a
goal. Combining these two
techniques in the context of
recognizing God as the Source

learning

What's Bruin?

situation and should be relied
heavily.

in

wholistics. Pacific
Christian Counseling Center is
located at 12525 S.W. 68th
Ave., Tiqard. OR 97223

about

(Kiddy Corner from Post Office)

538-6041

November

3,

1980
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Gary's Korncr Kick
On

Soccer is a game of stamina,
and concentration, but
above all team unity. So what

the outside looking in,
sports writer is like an

the

agility

"armchair quarterback,"
and playing

viewing, coaching

on the game field looks
nothing more than 22
bodies (11 on each side) wildly
chasing a ball, is actually two
at times

without ever being on the field.
George Fox soccer is viewed
in two ways. One is by the
players and coach who sweat
and give their all, the other side
is that of the fan. The fan or
spectator, while viewing from

like

the outside, feels he knows
exactly what the team should

contagious. You are never
closer to victory when you lose
to a good cause. The Bruins
are in a tough league and they
need positive fans. So support
your school by getting directly
involved or as a fan, but don't
scoff at the Bruins earnest
giving of themselves. For
whether they are champs on
the field is not determined by
the score, but it is determined

be doing to ensure victory.
Experience is the best
teacher. This holds true in
Bruin soccer. Though battling
to gain stability over a tough
season, they are acquiring the
finesse they desire.

teams

utilizing

against

So

their

skills

one another.

what's the point?

point

is

attitudes

by being champs

The
are

John Wafula attempts scoring drive in

at heart.

Women's

NNC

in
Bruin soccer struggles
with unsuccessful season

The George Fox College

women's
scored

volleyball
a

victory

team
over

University of Portland, lost to
Pacific,

then travelled to Idaho

compete in the Northwest
Nazarene College Invitational.

to

Fox

George

College's
soccer Bruins extended their

games

losing skid to six

last

week as they were dumped by
Warner Pacific 4-0 Wednesday
(Oct.

15) in Portland's Civic

and

Stadium,

fell

(Oct. 18) to visiting
Clark, 5-1.

Saturday
Lewis and

The Bruins had their hands
with Warner as the talented
and aggressive Knights
threatened time and time

full

Bruin goalie John
Bellamy, a Seattle senior, did a
good job of holding the Knights
to just four goals. It could have
been worse.
again.

Behind

George

2-0

Fox

somewhat,

at

the

half,

came back,

Bruins fell
and tried
unsuccessfully to play catch-up
as they lost to the Pioneers
from Lewis and Clark 5-1.
The Bruins trailed 3-0 at the
half, and 4-0 early in the second
frame before Bruin senior John
Wafula scored to put the
Bruins on the board.
The Pioneers scored again
late in the contest to bring the

Saturday the
behind early

final

George Fox match.

score.

George Fox was to host
Concordia Tuesday (Oct. 21),
and Friday (Oct. 24) Western
Baptist was in Newberg at 3:30
P.M. Saturday Reed College of
Portland visited at 2 P.M. for a
rematch with the Bruins.

in the final frame.

The Bruins three times had

Oct. 7 the Bruins

won

their

home victory in a match
with University of Portland.
Game scores were 15-6, 11-15,
17-15, 15-15 and 15-17.

first

"We really showed teamwork and pulled back in spots
that we were down," said
coach Jan Barlow.
Barlow also commended
freshman Luanne Bagley,
Estacada, on her hitting and

volleyball

serving performance.
Of the Oct. 8 Pacific defeat,

Coach Barlow said, "We never
got going; we had no
spark after
coming back from the victory

aggression

or

the night before."

The George
game scores were
6-15.

Fox-Pacific
12-15, 10-15,

volleyball excels

Invitational
Last

weekend

the

travelled to Idaho to
in

the

Bruins

compete

NNC Invitational, jointly

by Northwest
Nazarene College and College
George Fox came
of Idaho.

sponsored

During the

NNC

Invitation-

praised juniors
Wendy Augustine, Anchorage,
Alaska; and Sherie Katterhein-

Barlow

al,

rich,

their

Hubbard, Oregon, on
weekend performances.

out with a 6-8 single game
record.
Friday (Oct. 10) George Fox
beat OIT 15-9, 15-4. Following
13-15, 7that they lost to

"Joanie Hatfield (Madras) also
had a good day playing back
row."

15.

were to play

(Oct.
11) the
Bruins played a total of eight
games. They split with COI 1315, 15-13, then lost to Whitman
14-16, 9-15. Next the Bruins

(Oct.

NNC

Saturday

split with SOSC 15-8, 3-15.
After a two hour break they
and Eastern
split with
Oregon, 15-10, 5-15 and 15-11,

OCE

1-15.
"It

was a good weekend

of

getting together with the other

teams," said Coach Barlow.
"Now that we've seen a lot of

we can get
some consis-

volleyball hopefully

going and get

This week is heavily
scheduled for the Bruins, who
Linfield

Monday

Mt. Hood
Community College Tuesday
13)

and

Thursday (Oct. 16)
George Fox travels to Portland
for a match against Concordia.
(Oct. 14).

Starting Friday night (Oct.
17) the Bruins will

compete

in

eight-team tournament
The
hosted by Willamette.
contest will start at 6 P.M.
Monday (Oct. 20) the Bruins
host a double header
will
against Willamette and Clark

an

Community College, Vancouver. The games begin at 7 P.M.
Miller Gymnasium.
in the

tency."

scoring opportunities, but
could not capitalize on the
opportunities.

The Knights scored another
pair in the

second

half to

win

4-

0.

6*.
match.
Bruin women concentrate upon consistent play during

November

3,
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Help

George Fox College women
run toward improvement
George Fox College's women's cross country team travelled to Salem,
11),

Saturday (Oct.

competing

the Willam-

in

ette Invitational.

Of the nine represented
schools, the Bruins came in
ninth in their team effort. University of Portland took first.
Individually,
University of

Portland's Robin Baker won
the three-mile contest with the
time of 16:29.7.
Placing 53rd out of a total of
77 runners, freshman Nora

Thompson,

St.

Maries, Idaho,

clocked a time of 19:28.3. Second for the Bruins was junior
Eileen McDougal,
placing 55th.
.

Newberg,

Freshman

IDDH!

11

Wolfed

Apply

f«

occ

pcf*o*J

Crc ?c&n\ Office
r

Gaye McKee,

Molalla, took 59th. Following
her, sophomore Lynne Ank-

Rockaway, and junior
Karen Maxwell, Salem, ran
62nd and 69th respectively.
Tm pleased that they do
what want in sticking together
eny,

j

I

as a team," says Bruin

Coach

Curt Ankeny. "Yet they need
to be more courageous in moving up."

Pleased with the improve-

ment of his freshman girls,
Coach Ankeny said, "Thompson and McKee are really coming along; they just need to get
used to competing against the
caliber

of

college

runners."

George Fox College

men

run steady

George Fox College's
Wendell Otto clocked the
course in 20:30 Saturday (Oct.
18),

but that was not enough as

he was edged by Lewis and
Clark's Rich Rocker (20:20) to
win the five-mile cross-country
event in Champoeg State Park.
The Bruins hosted the
Pioneers in the late morning

Saturday, (Oct. 25), Coach
Rich Allen's squad travelled to
Ellensburg, Wash., to compete
in
the Central Washington
Invitational, a five-mile course.
It

was the

before

NAIA

final

the

George Fox College's annual Christmas season basket-

weekend meet

Bruins

District 2

run Nov.
Salem.

Basketball Classic

8 at

host

the

ball

tournament

Bush Park,

run, with the visitors taking a
22-49 team win.
Bruin Jim Bright was fourth

Bruin men make headway during crosscountry meet
.

IN

THE WORLD GO HUNGRY EVERYDAY

YOU CAN HELP

WORLD HARVEST
Give up eating for

Oxfam-America

all

or part of a day and donate your food

money

to

the international agency that funds self-help development

projects in the poorest areas of Asia, Africa

be

re-

Eastern Oregon in June. A follow up article will appear in The
Crescent in December.

at 20:45.

MILLIONS OF PEOPLE

will

named the Ron Willcuts-Dale
Twenge Memorial Classic in
honor of two Newberg men
who died in an airplane crash in

championship

and Latin America.

CONTACT:
Oxfam-America 302 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02116, (617)247-3304
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FALL

VALUES

Use Our Layaway

Family Apparel

538-7306

Springbrook Plaza

Prices

Ladies Fashion
Jackets

Fashion Painter
Bibs
Choice of

•

good through 11-13-80

•

3 colors

Many
styles

and
28-34

Waist

•

colors

Reg. $19.99

•

Sizes

S-M-L

Now
$14.96
Values

Now

to $36.99

Mens

.

$26.96

Ladies Velour

Flannel

Tops

Shirts

100%

•

•

Attractive bold plaids

Acrylic
•

Sizes

S-M-L-XL
•

Reg. $6.99

Cowl
Neck
styles

Now
Reg. $12.99

$4.96

Now
1

""Coupon Special

j

$5.00
Any

"

OFF

Brittania Jean in Stock

~~

""Coupon

—
Special"

Coupon

f

FREE TRANSFER
with purchase of any $4.00
to $7.00 tee shirt in stock
Expires 11-13-80

Expires 11-13-80

Store Hours:
10-9

Weekdays

10-6 Saturday
12-5 Sunday

$3.00
Any

$8.96

Special

OFF

Ladies LEVI

top

in

BRAND

stock
Expires 11-13-80

Ask about our Bonus Card! A way for you to
receive $10.00 worth of FREE merchandise
and another way for us to say thank you for
shopping at the Hub.

